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1
A Chanel lady's black leather
handbag
$250-350

13
A Lanvin Paris dark brown lady's
handbag
$200-250

2
A Chanel lady's canvas handbag
$150-250

14
A lot of various lady's designer
clothing,
including Thierry Mugler, Dries van
Noten, Annette Gortz, Comme des
Garçons, Fifth Avenue Shoe Repair,
and others (approximately 15 pieces)

3
A Chanel silver lady's messenger
bag
Retail $1350
$250-350

$200-300

4
A Christian Dior lady's leather
Gaucho saddle bag
$150-250

15
Two lady's Issey Miyake jackets size
2 and 3
$150-200

5
A Christian Dior brown leather
lady's handbag
$150-250

16
Two lady's Issey Miyake dresses,
one size 2 the other unsized; together
with an Issey Miyake cardigan size
small
$150-250

6
A Christian Dior lady's purple
handbag
$150-250
7
An Isabella Fiore green leather
handbag
$100-150
8
A Jamin Puech lady's handbag
$150-200
9
An Etro Paisley print lady's
handbag
$150-200
10
A Vaughn zebra print lady's
handbag
$150-200
11
A Valentino snake and cheetah print
lady's handbag
$150-200
12
A Carlos Falchi black leather lady's
handbag
$150-200

17
Two Jean Paul Gaultier lady's
blouses
$80-100
18
A lady's Etro pink suede blazer,
together with an Etro green blouse
having brown fur trim
$100-150
19
A Sylvie Schimmel lamb leather
jacket size 42,
together with a suede jacket
$100-150
20
A Hangin' J' long leather jacket
$150-200
21
An Eric Hodges of Durango
handcrafted leather jacket,
having bead work and porcupine quills
to shoulder and inset turquoise to
elbows and back
$150-200

22
A Simpsons Salon lady's black mink
fur coat,
size small
$200-300
23
A Chanel Boutique Boucle tweed
pink and white two piece skirt suit,
size 44
$400-600
24
A Chanel Boutique red wool two
piece skirt suit,
size 42
$400-500
25
A Chanel Boutique black wool two
piece skirt suit,
size 42
$250-350
26
A Chanel Boutique black wool
blazer,
size 42
$200-300
27
A pair of Chanel red 5011
sunglasses
$150-200
28
A pair of Chanel 5020 sunglasses
$150-200
29
A pair of Chanel 5046 quilted
sunglasses
$150-200
30
A pair of Chanel 4095-B sunglasses,
having rhinestone Chanel CC logo on
each side
$100-150
31
A pair of Chanel black framed
sunglasses
$80-120
32
A pair of Etro sunglasses
$150-200

33
A pair of vintage Jean Paul Gaultier
56-8272 sunglasses
$600-800

43
A lady's smoky topaz ring in 14kt
yellow gold
$150-250

34
A pair of Chrome Hearts "fizzy"
sunglasses
$200-300

44
A lady's smoky topaz ring in 14kt
yellow gold
$100-150

35
A pair of Web sunglasses,
together with a pair of Blinde Gia
twist sunglasses and another pair of
sunglasses
$100-150

45
A lady's smoky topaz pendant,
attached to a 14kt yellow gold chain
$200-300

36
A pair of Yohji Yamamoto 52-5105
sunglasses
$150-250
37
A pair of lady's Prada black leather
heels size 40,
together with a pair of lady's Chanel
black leather heels size 39 1/2 and a
pair of Manolo Blahnik lady's black
leather heels size 40
$80-100
38
A pair of black and gold Hermes
clip on earrings
$100-150
39
A Hermes gold plated scarf ring
$100-150
40
A pair of 1980s Jean Paul Gaultier
clip on earrings,
intricately detailed with multicolored
enamel circles with a raised floral
center
$150-200
41
A lady's gold "Good Luck" charm,
attached to a 14kt yellow gold chain
$75-100
42
A lady's amethyst and 14kt yellow
gold ring
$100-150

46
A lady's LeRoy 14kt yellow gold
cased wristwatch,
having a square 14kt yellow gold case
by Liberty, with Arabic numerals on
the even hours, with a 10kt GF strap
$70-90
47
A collection of assorted gold rings
and earrings
$500-700
48
A collection of assorted gold
earrings and chains
$750-1,000
49
Various gold, silver and other
charms bangles and rings
117 grams, 4.1 troy oz
$2,500-3,000
49A
A green jade ring,
and a small green jade pendant
$100-150
50
A Mexican 25 pesos Olympic silver
coin made into a pendant,
attached to a sterling link chain
$15-25
51
A commemorative medal and coin,
for Queen Victoria, 1837 - 1897, and a
Coronation
$70-90

52
A collection of six cased nickel silver
commemorative coins,
including The Royal Pavilion
Brighton, Windsor Castle, St. Paul's
Cathedral, The Kings Regiment,
Victoria & Albert Museum and Royal
Armouries
$100-200
53
A lot of seven Royal Canadian Mint
silver dollars,
from 1990-1995
$100-150
54
A Birks sterling four piece dresser
set
$20-30
55
Two English sterling pin trays,
of circular flower form
$40-60
56
An Arthur and Bond Yokohana
sterling tea caddy spoon,
in the form of a Geisha with parasol;
together with a pair of sterling
umbilical cord scissors in the form of a
stork (2)
$100-150
57
Birks sterling Louis XV salad
servers
$30-50
57A
A small Peking glass bowl,
with blue overlay and decorated with
Chinese symbols
width: 1 7/8 in. (4.8 cm)
$15-25
57B
A Moorcroft Hibscus pattern dish,
having a green ground
diameter: 7 1/8 in. (18.1 cm)
$80-120
57C
A small Moorcroft Anemonepattern
dish,
having a paper label
diameter: 4 1/2 in.
$20-40

59
A cased set of six silver plate
teaspoons,
together with a pair of sugar tongs, a
sterling square compact, two small
bottles and an enamelled clock
$80-100
60
A collection of assorted sterling and
silver plated items
$75-100
61
Nine plated Birks London engraved
teaspoons,
with 5 tablespoons
$15-30
62
A sterling mesh purse
$70-90
63
A Qing Dynasty ivory snuff bottle,
an Indian box and cover and Picasso
book (3)
$40-60
64
A Chinese carved hardstone seal,
surmounted by a kylin
$150-200
65
Two cinnabar lacquer snuff bottles
$40-60
66
A Chinese carved pendant of an
eggplant with lizard
$100-150
66A
A grey/brown hardstone arrow head
pendant
$80-100

67
An agate bead necklace
$100-150
68
Twelve ivory heart pendants
$80-120
69
Twelve ivory heart pendants
$80-120
70
Twelve ivory heart pendants
$80-120
71
Twelve ivory and malachite fish
pendants
$80-120
72
A lot of various loupes and
magnifiers,
together with an eyesight tester
$80-120
72A
A Schick stadimeter
$30-40
73
A partial ivory and red stained chess
set,
19th century
$30-40
73A
A lot of two sawfish teeth
approximate length: 18 in. (45.7 cm)
$80-120
74
A set of glass slides,
having various scenes of interiors,
approximately 20 pieces
$100-150

66B
A Chinese green and celadon jade
dragon pendant
$100-150

75
A collection of assorted metal
badges including a Luftwaffe visor
badge
$75-100

66C
A gray celadon snuff bottle,
with zoomorph handles
$100-150

76
A North African flintlock pistol,
with mother of pearl inlay
$100-150

76A
Seven soushan stone carvings,
four seals, three surmounted by lion
dogs; together with a porcelain bat (8)
$200-300
76B
A Chinese carved light gray figure
of a boy,
with a basket of flowers; together with
a lion dog and three small pendants (5)
$300-400
77
Mary, Povungnituk,
a mottled green stone carving of a seal,
signed Mary to the bottom 2 x 5 1/2 x
1 1/2 in. (5 x 14 x 3.8 cm)
$20-30
77A
A collection of assorted glass and
ceramic wares,
together with a small lidded box, small
stone urn and small jade bird
$100-200
78
Mary Iqaqrialu, Clyde River,
a small green stone carving of a bird,
signed in syllabics, 1976
3 x 4 1/2 x 1 1/2 in. (7.6 x 11.4 x 3.8
cm)
$50-75
79
Lizzie Onarluk, Povungnituk
a small grey stone carving of a bird,
signed in syllabics, 1976
3 x 2 3/4 x 2 1/8 in. (7.6 x 7 x 2.9 cm)
$30-50
80
Simeonie Koom, Povungnituk,
a grey stone carving of a seal,
initialled S K, 1973
1 1/2 x 5 1/8 x 1 1/2 in. (3.8 x 13 x 3.8
cm)
$30-50
81
Nick Panioyak, Gjoa Haven
a carved horn narwhal mounted on an
antler base, signed on base in Roman.
3 x 6 1/4 x 3 1/2 in. (7.6 x 15.9 x 8.9
cm)
$40-60

82
Nick Panioyak, Gjoa Haven,
a pair of carved horn narwhals and a
flying goose, signed in Roman to the
base.
6 1/8 x 8 1/8 x 4 3/4 in. (15.6 x 20.6 x
12.1 cm)
$60-90
83
A group of Inuit carvings,
narwhal, bird, owl, seal
$150-250
84
A collection of early Inuit spear tips
(11)
various sizes: 1 1/2 - 7 1/2 in. (3.8 19.1 cm)
$250-350
85
Louisa, Great Whale River,
a green stone carving of a bird, signed
in syllabics; together with Artist
Unknown, a green stone carving of a
flying bird
bird: 4 1/2 x 8 x 1 3/8 in. (11.4 x 20.3
x 3.5 cm) flying bird: 3 x 7 1/2 x 7 in.
(7.6 x 19.1 x 17.8 cm)
$125-175
87
A collection of six assorted Inuit
soapstone carvings
$175-275
88
An Inuit bone skin scraper,
together with a bird's beak and bone
necklace, an early game piece, a
copper and bone spear tip and a toggle
$300-500
89
A group of four Inuit stone carvings,
comprising of a goose, bird, and two
seals
$100-150
90
Four Inuit stone carvings,
including polar bear, loon, bird and
seal
$80-120

91
Artist Unknown,
a grey stone carving of a bird; together
with Lucy, a grey stone carving of a
feeding duck, signed in syllabics, disc
#E1-484
4 x 8 ¼ x 2 ¼ in. (10.2 x 21 x 5.7 cm) 2
¾ x 7 ¾ x 2 ¾ in. (7 x 19.7 x 7 cm)
$80-120
92
A group of three Inuit grey stone
carvings,
including two seals and a bird
$100-150
93
Lizzie Itupalak, Povungnituk
a pair of small grey carvings of Inuks,
one signed to base,
height: 3 3/8 in. (8.6 cm); 3 1/8 in. (8
cm)
$30-50
94
Artist Unknown,
a dark green stone carving of a candle
holder; together with a grey
rectangular shaped dish decorated with
a seal
candle holder: 1 7/8 x 5 x 3 7/8 in. (4.8
x 12.7 x 9.8 cm) dish: 1 1/2 x 4 3/4 x 3
7/8 in. (3.8 x 12.1 x 9.8 cm)
$70-90
95
A collection of small Inuit stone
carvings of seals,
together with an owl (4)
$50-120
96
Samwillie Amidlak, Port Harrison,
a dark green stone carving of a pair of
birds, disc #E91546
3 ¼ x 5 x 1 7/8 in. (8.3 x 12.7 x 4.8 cm)
$80-120
97
Three Inuit soapstone carvings of
figures,
by assorted artists
size range: 5 1/2 in. (14 cm) - 4 1/2 in.
(11.4 cm)
$150-250

98
Two Adamie soapstone carvings,
one of two otters, signed to base, the
other of a goose,
otters: 5 3/8 x 8 3/8 x 2 1/4 in. (13.7 x
21.3 x 5.7 cm) goose: 3 1/8 x 5 3/4 x 2
7/8 in. (7.9 x 14.6 x 7.3 cm)
$150-200
99
A collection of three small stone
carvings,
comprising of two seals and a walrus
$90-120
100
A Japanese embroidered four panel
floor screen,
with black lacquer frame and
decorated with flowers
70 in. h. x 104 in. l. (178 x 264 cm)
$400-600
101
A small Gallé cameo glass vase,
having a pink ground decorated with
purple flowers
height: 3 1/2 in. (8.9 cm)
$200-300
102
A Legras cameo glass vase
decorated with purple leaves,
with long slender neck, signed
LEGRAS
height: 6 in. (15.2 cm)
$200-300
103
A small art glass vase,
vase having a purple ground with
iridescent green design, signed to base,
Decser Studer DB 1974
height: 4 1/8 in. (10.5 cm)
$50-75
104
A Steuben iridescent glass footed
vase,
signed to base F Carder Steuben
height: 5 in. (12.7 cm)
$300-400
105
A Victorian walnut writing slope
$40-60

107
A burl walnut tea caddy,
having brass fittings
9 x 5 x 5 1/2 in. (22.9 x 12.7 x 14 cm)
$200-300
108
A German .800 standard silver
punch bowl,
with wavy reeded decoration between
a border of lappets
$600-800
109
A Lalique Tancrede sitting cheetah
figure,
bearing etched 'Lalique France' to base
as well as 'Lalique Paris' sticker on the
side
height: 9 3/4 in. (24.8 cm)
$400-600
110
A Northwest Coast carrying basket,
open weave construction, arrow
shaped imbrication to the sides in red
and black
10 3/4 x 10 in. (27.3 x 25.4 cm)
$300-500
111
A cold painted bronze snail pen,
wipe mounted on an agate slice
$40-60
112
A pair of Chinese celadon cong
vases of lozenge form,
decorated in relief with yin-yang
symbols and trigrams
height: 8 1/4 in. (21 cm)
$100-150
113
A Japanese papboat having a deep
blue exterior decorated with vines,
the white interior decorated with
cashing waves; together with a
Chinese blue and white lidded jar
4 ¼ x 8 in.
$30-50
114
A lot of various Murano and
bohemian glass fruit,
together with a Swarovski crystal
Hedgehog and squirrel, and other glass
items
$80-120

115
A Japanese glass fishing float
$40-60
116
A polychrome decorated bowl on
conical form,
painted with panels of flowers;
together with a pair of cups painted
with flowers, Qianlong marks
$200-300
117
A pair of yellow ground deep bowls,
incised with striding dragons,
Qianlong marks to bases
$200-300
118
A pair of polychrome cups,
painted with flowers, Chenghua marks
to base
$200-300
120
A Chinese canton bottleneck vase,
having a red ground with white panels
depicting women in landscape
$200-300
121
A Chinese blue and white crocus
vase
height: 9 1/2 in. (24 cm)
$40-60
122
A Yixing teapot,
with bamboo motif to body and
handles; together with a red clay
Yixing teapot with leaf and bamboo
decoration
$200-300
124
A Korean blue and white dragon
vase of baluster form,
17th century
$150-250
125
A Chinese polychrome decorated
shallow bowl,
printed to the interior with a phoenix;
together with a celadon saucer dish
with peonies to the interior in white,
Qianlong mark to base (2)
$100-150

126
A famille rose teapot,
Tong Zhi mark and the period
$300-500
127
A Satsuma pottery mille-fleur
partial tea set
$200-300
128
Heh Ja You, Korean, two cache
pots,
one having a green ground, the other a
black ground with blue/white glaze
$150-250
129
An octagonal baluster vase,
polychrome decorated with dragons
and phoenix, Qianlong marks to base;
together with a polychrome bowl with
similar marks
$200-300
130
An iron red, green and yellow
shallow dish,
painted with phoenix amongst flowers
and peaches; together with a dished
plate painted with fish (2)
$100-150
131
A set of seven Italian Majolica style
dessert plates,
having leaf and flower design (7)
diameter: 6 1/2 in.
$40-60
132
A cloisonne vase,
contained in a wooden box, together
with a modern Chinese vase
$80-120
133
A lot of six miscellaneous pieces of
ceramics,
including a small Wedgwood style
vase, a Chinese teapot, two hand
painted ceramics, a small Chinese vase
and a jug (6)
$60-80

134
Isah A.,
a small black stone carving of a bear,
signed
3 5/8 x 5 1/8 x 2 3/4 in.
$50-75
135
A collection of three Persian
ceramics,
including a pedestal dish, a footed cup
with handle, and a squat grey vase
$150-250
136
An 18th Dynasty ceramic vase,
sand coloured ground, circa 1500
$100-150
137
A pair of Dresden lidded porcelain
urns,
decorated with landscapes
height: 17 in. (43.2 cm)
$400-600
139
Two Royal Doulton figures,
The Old Balloon Seller, Meditation;
together with a Royal Doulton
character jug Simon Cellarer (3)
heights: 7 in,; 5 1/2 in.; 6 in.
$150-200
140
A Moorcroft Anemone pattern bowl,
signed to base and impressed
Moorcroft Made in England
height: 4 1/2 in.
$150-200
141
A Rosenthal porcelain figurine of a
dove,
model #1589
$40-60
142
A Royal Doulton figurine of a
dalmatian
$30-50
142A
Two small J. Graper art glass vases,
both having blue grounds
heights: 3 3/8 in. (8.6 cm); 3 ½ in. (8.9
cm)
$50-70

142B
A Robert Held art glass vase,
the square shaped body having a green
ground, tapering at the neck and
flaring at the mouth, signed
height: 4 1/4 in. (10.8 cm)
$40-60
142C
A Robert Held art glass vase,
having a predominately purple ground
blending to blue at the flared mouth
height: 7 ¾ in. (17.8 cm)
$60-80
142D
A small Kosta Boda art glass bowl,
having a turquoise ground
4 ½ x 2 5/8 in. (11.4 x 6.7 cm)
$30-50
142E
A pair of Rogaska crystal
candlesticks,
together with a sterling lidded bowl
$30-50
142F
A small hand blown bowl,
together with a dish and bird
$20-40
142G
A small Japanese cloisonné vase of
baluster form,
decorated with multi-coloured panels
height: 5 ¼ in. (13.3 cm)
$80-120
143
Two large Dresden figural groups,
together with a Dresden figure of a
carpenter, and a seagull (4)
figural groups height: 9 in.; carpenter:
11 in.
$260-300
144
A Japanese carved wood figure of a
lion
7 in. h. x 11 1/2 in. l. (17.8 x 29.2 cm)
$175-275
145
A lot of various electroplated wares,
including a chamber stick, snuffer, two
three branch candelabras, and two
serving dishing with glass inserts (5)
$150-200

146
A pair of Continental hand painted
porcelain candlesticks,
decorated with portraits
$100-150
147
A pair of Sevres style urns,
having ormolu mounts
height: 11 3/4 in.
$80-120
Condition: Missing panel.

148
A Chinese blue and white baluster
vase,
decorated in the Ming style with ducks
upon a pond
$500-600
149
A lot of four Hummel Bells,
of the years 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981;
together with two Hummel plates and
two prints (8)
$60-90
150
A lot of six Hummel figurines,
including Soloist, Little Drummer and
three small figures with instruments
$80-120
Condition: Repair done to one figure

151
A lot of four Hummel figurines,
including Congratulations,
Meditation, Merry Wanderer and
Globe Trotter
$80-120
152
A lot of four Hummel figurines,
including Boots, Baker, Little Sweeper
and Postman
$80-120
153
A lot of four Hummel figurines,
including Brother, Sister, Bashful and
Home From Market
$80-120

154
A large lot of various teacups and
saucers,
together with other pieces of china and
porcelain figures including Royal
Doulton, Wedgwood and Tengra and
two crystal bowls
$80-120
156
Artist Unknown,
a soapstone carving of a seal
4 in. h. x 6 1/2 in. l. x 2 1/2 in. w. (10 x
16.5 x 6 cm)
$50-75
170
A rectangular bevelled wall mirror
$80-120
171
A carved African wood door,
decorated with animals and figures
59 1/2 x 20 1/2 in. (151.1 x 52.1 cm)
$100-150
172
A set of four framed Chinese
paintings,
depicting cherry blossoms and spider
plants, with calligraphy
$300-400
173
An iron stone china tureen with
tray,
together with a Japanese table lamp
$100-150
173A
A bisque parian Copeland bust of
Edward Prince of Wales,
together with an Italian ceramic figure
of a lion, a painted and gilt porcelain
comport (damaged) and a metal
planter (4)
$100-150
174
A Gibbard mahogany bedroom
suite,
including a large dresser with mirror,
chest of drawers, tall chest of drawers
fitted with seven drawers, and a pair of
night stands (5)
$350-450

175
An Afghan rug,
the dark red field having two rows of
four guls within an ornate banded
border having emerald green
decoration
$150-250
176
A Persian rug,
having a red ground and navy border
decorated with floral pattern
5'1" x 6'7"
$100-150
177
A Kerman wool carpet,
having a green field with cream floral
border
11'9" x 12'
$100-150
178
A Chinese two panel screen,
carved with dragons on each panel
$100-150
179
A brass engine room repeater
$60-80
180
Two Canada Post scales,
with weights; together with another
scale and a kitchen scale (4)
$150-200
181
An oak glass display cabinet,
with two shelves, mirrored back and
sliding doors
$100-150
182
A collection of Webb & Corbet
crystal stemware
$80-120
183
A large lot of various types of
seashells,
in many different sizes and condition
(3 boxes)
$150-200

184
A bronze statue of Bodhisattva,
with wood stand
height: 14 1/2 in. (36.8 cm)
$200-300
185
A blue and white plate,
with a green glazed bowl (2)
$100-150
186
Four wooden stools,
of various size
$100-150
187
An oak side cabinet,
fitted with panelled doors
$80-120
188
A set of Great Instruments of
Discovery by Franklin Mint,
including Universal Sundial, Equtorial
Sundial, Orrery Gunters Quadrant,
Universal Equinoctial, Ring Dial,
Gunners Level, Gunters Quadrant (7)
$100-150
189
An oak three tier barrister's
bookcase,
with lower drawer
$300-500
190
Jose Trinidad
Canadian ( 1924 - )
UNTITLED - GIRL WITH HAT AND DOG
limited edition print #21/450
signed lower right in pencil; together
with another Jose Trinidad print
16 x 19 1/4 in.
$100-150
191
An oak narrow three tier barrister's
bookcase,
with lower drawer
$150-200
192
William Henry Earp
British (1854 -)
BOATS IN A MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE
watercolour
9 x 19 1/2 in. (23 x 49.75 cm)
$150-250

193
A 19th century Chinese painting,
on rice paper of court ladies relaxing
and reading poetry
9 1/2 x 7 1/2 in. (24.1 x 19.1 cm)
$400-600
194
A portrait of a gentleman
$80-120
195
Joannie Miller Rafferty
ABSTRACT
mixed media
signed
25 x 40 in. (63.5 x 101.6 cm)
$30-50
196
An oak four tier barrister's
bookcase
$300-500
197
An oak four tier barrister's
bookcase
$300-500
198
A contemporary multi-coloured
wool carpet,
originally from Jordans
9' x 12'
$100-150
199
A Royal Albert Petit Pointpattern
luncheon set
$125-175
200
A 1920's - 30's oak double pedestal
desk,
having carved drawer fronts
$125-175
201
A Chinese carved camphor wood
and black lacquer bar unit
$200-300
202
A skeleton of a cat,
mounted on a base
30 in. l. x 13 in. h.
$100-150

203
A 19th century butternut dining
table,
including two leaves
$200-300
204
Four framed coloured etchings,
two depicting dogs and two depicting
hunting scenes; together with a print
depicting cows on pasture (5)
$80-120
205†
Eleven books on J. Fenwick
Lansdown
$60-80
206
An oak three tier barrister's
bookcase
$300-500
207†
Fifty-six Horizon hardcover books,
with editions ranging in volumes from
1957 to 1969; together with a full set
of Encyclopedia Britannica, published
1949, including index & atlas book
(80)
$20-30
208
A giltwood framed mirror
$100-120
209
A lot of three engravings,
one titled Cattle Crossing the Solway,
and two farm scenes (3)
$80-120
210
A polychrome decorated baluster
vase,
in the Qianlong style
$100-150
Condition: Crack.

211
An ebonized and gilt metal mantle
clock
9 3/4 x 11 1/2 in.
$100-150

212
A Japanese bronze lantern,
the stem decorated with a dragon
$200-300
213
A 1930's dark oak dining suite,
comes with drawleaf table, six dining
chairs, sideboard, and china cabinet
$400-600
214
A Royal Albert Petit Point pattern
dinner set,
approximately 162 pieces
$300-500
215
A Persian wool carpet having a dark
blue field,
with floral sprays, white border
approximately 9' x 12'
$250-350
215A
A contemporary metal and glass
rectangular table
$250-350
215B
A Royal Crown Derby pitcher
$100-150
216
A carved and polychromed figure of
Luohan
height: 67 3/4 in. (172.1 cm)
$300-500
217
Yoshitora, Japanese (1836 - 1882),
two Japanese colour woodblocks
depicting battle scenes
13 1/2 x 9 1/4 in. (34.3 x 23.5 cm)
$200-300
218
A Victorian mahogany oval loo table
$250-350
219
A Sultanbad carpet, Afganistan,
the scattered floral motif beige field
with small central medallion within a
beige border
10' x 13'7"
$2,700-3,000

220
A reproduction of Juan Gris
Spanish (1887 - 1927)
ABSTRACT
oil on canvas
signed
24 x 20 in. (61 x 50.8 cm)
$200-300

229
Alberto Carosi
Italian (1891 - 1967)
UNTITLED - FIGURES ON A PATH
oil on canvas
signed
19 x 27 in. (48.3 x 68.6 cm)
$400-600

221
German School (19th Century)
LANDSCAPE WITH BUILDINGS &
FIGURES
oil on canvas
signed
12 x 17 1/2 in.
$150-250

230
Marion Topper
UNTITLED - SMALL TOWN IN
WINTER
oil on canvas
signed with initials to the top right
16 x 20 in. (40.6 x 50.8 cm)
$100-150

222
19th century School
PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN IN A BLACK
DRESS
oil on board
unsigned
9 1/2 x 7 1/2 in.
$150-250

231
Three black ceramic vases by
Naofumi Kubota
$150-200

223
A pair of black ceramic vases by
Naofumi Kubota
$100-200

233
An oak narrow three tier barrister's
bookcase,
with lower drawer
$200-300

241
Martha Sturdy
Canadian (1943 - )
UNTITLED
steel panel
signed and dated 2004
42 x 90 in. (106.7 x 228.6 cm)
$300-500

234
A collection of nine round wood
planes,
of various size by John Moseley and
Son, and others
$100-150

242
A Chinese landscape painting,
depicting rock mountains with
cascading clouds
38 x 70 in.
$300-500

235
A framed set of four Japanese 1970s
postcards,
together with another postcard
$100-120

243
Myles Birket Foster
British (1825 - 1899)
UNTITLED - GIRL FEEDING COW
watercolour
monogrammed signature lower left
4 1/4 x 3 in. (10.8 x 7.6 cm)
$150-250

224
An oak two tier barrister's bookcase
$250-350
225
A collection of seven wood working
planes,
together with other wood working
tools
$150-200
227
An oak two tier barrister's
bookcase,
with lower drawer
$250-350
228
T. Saita
Japanese
UNTITLED - WATERFALL
watercolour on paper
signed lower right
19 1/4 x 12 in. (48.9 x 30.5 cm)
$100-150

232
An oak two tier barrister's bookcase
$250-350

236
A large circular brass plaque,
depicting Minerve
$80-120
237
Herbert Johannes Joseph Siebner
Canadian (1925 - 2003)
UNTITLED - SEATED WOMAN
lithograph on paper
artist proof
22 3/4 x 18 1/2 in.
$100-150

237A
John K. Esler
Canadian (1933 - )
DAY APPROACHING NIGHT NO. 2
linocut #5/25
signed and dated '65
17 1/4 x 19 in. (43.8 x 48.3 cm)
$80-120
238
A pair of stuffed ducks
$40-60
239
A black ceramic vase,
the bodice decorated with figures by
Naofumi Kubota
$70-90
240
An oak two tier barrister's bookcase
$200-300

244
Attributed to David Roberts
Scottish (1796 - 1864)
UNTITLED - A STONE ENTRANCE
WAY
watercolour on paper
unsigned
10 1/2 x 8 3/4 in. (26.7 x 22.2 cm)
$200-300

245
British School (19th century)
UNTITLED - FIGURES IN A FOREST
LANDSCAPE
oil on panel
unsigned
10 x 14 in. (25.4 x 35.6 cm)
$200-300
246
J.T. Ralph
UNTITLED - COUNTRY ROAD
watercolour on paper
signed lower right
10 x 13 3/4 in. (25.4 x 35 cm)
$100-150
247
A Kerman wool carpet,
the overall cream and navy floral field
within a green border
11'6" x 17'8"
$1,250-1,750
248
A bird's eye maple dresser,
with mirror, fitted with four drawers
$200-300
249
A Danish teak cabinet,
having a pair of glazed doors above
lower shelf and six drawers
$250-350
250
An early 20th century oak dog
kennel dresser,
with two cupboard doors to the top
below two shelves
$200-300
251
An antique Persian carpet,
the overall floral navy field within a
thick brick border
10'6" x 16'10"
$5,000-7,000
252
A Krell Industries stereo set,
including the KSA-100S power
amplifier, the KRC-3 preamplifier, the
KAV 300cd CD player, a pair of
Infiniti OVTR-3 compositions
overture floor speakers; together with
six high end "straight wire" cables
$1,000-1,500

253
A Samsung 65" Smart 3D LED
television with stand
$700-900
254
A Bose surround sound system,
including two speakers
$80-120
255
A Sarouk carpet, West Persia,
the overall floral patterned red and
brick field within a thick red, brick and
navy border
10'4" x 13'9"
$1,000-1,500

262
A Persian carpet,
the overall floral patterned beige and
blue field within multiple beige and
blue borders, signed
9'9" x 13'7"
$2,000-2,500
263
A 16" illuminated Political
Terrestrial Globe by Crams
$70-90
264
A walnut center table,
on castors
$150-200

256
A large cloisonne egg,
decorated with flowers, with stand
$150-200

265
Two large copper pots,
together with a lidded copper pot (3)
$80-100

257
A cloisonne vase,
with red ground; together with a white
cloisonne vase with lid
$100-150

266
A Chinese cloisonne table lamp
$100-150

258
A Chinese black lacquer and gilt
kneehole desk,
the sides in low relief with the eight
horses of Mu Wang, the top with
ladies upon a bridge, chair ensuite
48 x 24 x 33 in. (122 x 61 x 84 cm)
$500-600
259
An early 20th century kerosene
chandelier,
with glass shades
$100-150
260
A cast bronze sculpture of a leopard
17 1/2 in. h. x 66 in. l. x 15 in. w.
$500-700
261
A pair of brass andirons
together with a brass firescreen with
leaded glass panel
$300-500

267
A Tibetan cast metal bell
$100-150
268
A balloon back occasional chair,
with carved detailing to top rail, blue
upholstered seat
$30-50
269
A round walnut extending dining
table,
with three leaves
$250-350
270
A Bijar carpet, Persian Kurdistan,
the brick field with a beige central
medallion within a wide burgundy and
beige border
172 x 118 in. (436.88 x 299.72 cm)
$2,000-2,500
271
A Tabriz carpet, Northwest Persia,
9'8" x 12'8"
$1,400-1,600

272
A Chinese hardwood dining room
suite,
comprising of a dining table with two
additional leaves, ten dining chairs
including a pair of armchairs, a
sideboard, a silver cabinet and a drinks
cabinet
$2,000-3,000
272A
A collection of four limited edition
prints
$80-120
273
Four framed engravings,
titled Morning, Evening, In the
Pamphili Palace at Rome, and another
depicting shepherds with goats
$80-120
274
Two framed prints,
depicting parakeets; together with a
coloured engraving titled Clytie, and a
framed certificate from the High Court
of the Ancient order of Foresters (4)
$60-80
275
Four coloured engravings depicting
hunting scenes
$80-120
276
Three coloured etchings,
depicting Catholic Church Montreal,
Isabella, and Boppart; together with a
print depicting a classical scene (4)
$60-80
277
Six framed coloured engravings,
depicting various horse carriage and
jumping scenes (6)
each: 4 x 21 in.
$100-150
278
Three coloured prints,
depicting horse racing scenes (3)
7 x 21 in.
$50-75

279
A lot of various paintings,
together with a sketch and framed
embroidered panel
$100-150

288
An oak framed open armchair,
having a rush seat and carved back;
together with a footstool (2)
$100-150

280
A large collection of 19th century
indentures and other documents
$300-500

289
A black and gilt lacquer three tier
etager
$100-150

281
A contemporary circular poker
table,
raised on single pedestal, originally for
Jordans
52 1/2 in. d. x 32 in. h. retail: $8,385
$500-700

290
A Victorian ebonized and burl
walnut side cabinet,
the mirror above a central glazed door
flanked by a pair of doors each having
Sevres hand painted oval plaques
91 in. h. x 72 in. l. x 18 in. w. (231.1 x
183 x 45.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Condition: Missing a small mirror to
the right side.

282
A set of four walnut framed dining
chairs,
with green upholstered seats
$150-250
283
A Mashad carpet, Northeast Persia,
the overall floral spray patterned beige
field with a navy central medallion
within a navy, beige and red border
9'11" x 13'1"
$1,750-2,000
284
A Persian rug,
having a blue ground decorated with
flowers and birds, with a cream border
with birds amongst flowers
6' x 8'6"
$150-200
285
A regulating wall clock
$80-120
286
A square walnut plinth
$200-300
287
A Tycos mercury stick barometer,
by Taylor Instrument Companies,
Rochester, New York
length: 38 in. (96.5 cm)
$150-250

290A
A contemporary marble sculpture,
signed with monogram and dated '79
height: 27 5/8 in.
$200-400
291
A Chinese red enamel vase,
decorated with flowers, comes with
box
height: 12 1/8 in. (30.8 cm)
$70-90
292
A large Spanish Talavera majolica
pitcher,
decorated with a landscape and the
Coat of Arms for Spain, signed
TALAVERA, c. 1900
height: 26 1/2 in. (67.3 cm)
$400-600
293
Toyokuni, Japanese,
The Thief, oban woodblock
13 3/4 x 9 3/4 in. (35 x 24.8 cm)
$200-300
294
A Yoruba beaded chief's hat,
decorated with nine birds
height: 20 1/4 in.
$150-250

295
A mahogany and inlaid twin
pedestal desk,
made by Hekman, Grand Rapids,
Michigan
$300-400
296
A mahogany and inlaid bureau
bookcase,
with glazed doors above writing slope
and four drawers made by Hekman,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
$250-350
297
A Bijar carpet, Persian Kurdistan,
the geometric motif black field with
multiple square medallions within a
black, red and beige border
8'5" x 11'3"
$1,750-2,000
298
A mahogany twin pedestal writing
desk,
with green leather top; together with a
matching filing cabinet
$300-400
299
An oak display cabinet,
with sliding doors
$100-150
300
An oak display cabinet,
with sliding doors
$100-150
301
A Japanese scroll painting by
Chosum,
depicting figures beneath a cherry tree;
together with a Chinese headdress
$40-60
302
A leather cartridge bag,
and an English indenture on vellum
(George III)
$40-60
303
Three Fukugawa plates,
together with three other plates (6)
$40-60

304
A Terry Jackson ceramic vase,
of flattened form, #121/950
$75-125
305
A cherrywood extending table,
with two leaves; together with six
chairs with caned backs
$100-150
306
A John Nicolas Dewitt art glass
pitcher,
having a predominately red and blue
ground with round green handle
height: 16 1/2 in. (42 cm)
$200-300
307
A large wool carpet,
having floral design throughout and
gold border; together with a similar
runner (2)
10'2" x 14'6"; 2'6" x 12'
$50-70
308
A Thai seated figure of Buddha
$150-200
309
A Chinese blue and white yen vase,
painted with prunus upon a blue
ground
$200-300
310
A Chinese three fold table screen
$20-30
311
A four piece silver plated tea service
$100-150
312
A Chinese dragon vase
$40-60
313
A Sino Tibetan zodiac plaque,
in embossed copper alloy
$100-150
314
A small oak chest on stand
$80-120

315
A small walnut occasional table
$50-70
316
Wooden library steps
$40-60
317
An oak finished console table,
with carved garya frieze and two inset
travertine panels
96 in. l. x 21 1/2 in. h. (243.8 x 54.6
cm)
$400-600
318
A French comtoise clock,
having white enamel face
$200-300
319
A rectangular travertine topped
coffee table
$70-90
320
Three similar wool carpets,
all having beige fields and rows of
medallions
6'4" x 9'; 6'4" x 8'6"; 4'2" x 6'3"
$100-150
321
A Persian rug,
the wine ground having blue pink and
orange geometric design within an
ornate blue and pink border
$150-250
322
A Persian rug,
the red ground having polychrome
decorated garden design, within a dark
navy and polychrome decorated border
3'8 1/2" x 5'6 1/2"
$100-150
323
A Persian red ground rug
$300-400
324
A carved Indian cabinet,
with inset copper and brass panels to
the door
$300-400

325
A cased set of plated cutlery by
Rogers brothers
$100-150

335
A Chinese hardwood and mother of
pearl inlayed stand
$150-250

326
A collection of nine hollow wood
planes,
of various size and make
$100-150

336
A small Mir wool carpet,
having an ivory ground with bouteh
design, brown border
approximately 3' x 5'
$100-150

327
A Victorian dressing table,
with white marble top, mirror and six
drawers
$250-350
328
A Navajo blanket,
with lightening pattern, having a
cream ground with red, orange and
brown decoration
58 1/2 x 95 in. (148.6 x 241.3 cm)
$200-300
329
A wood cased drill set,
together with two manual drills
$80-100
330
An oak desk with gilt decoration
$40-60
331
A lot of five wood block planes,
of various size and make
$80-120
332
A mahogany glazed bookcase
$75-125
333
A walnut bookcase,
having a pair of glazed doors above
two short drawers and two long
drawers
$150-250
334
A Bokhara wool rug,
beige field with red border
approximately 2' x 4'
$20-40

337
An oak sideboard,
together with two mirrors and a
headboard
$40-60
338
Two oak wall units
$50-70
339
A Mappin & Webb mantel clock,
having a square face with brass Arabic
numerals
$50-75
340
A Sheffield sterling and glass mint
julep crusher
height: 16 1/2 in. (42 cm)
$100-150
341
An antique spinning wheel
$100-150
342
A wood five-branch chandelier,
including four glass shades
$25-35
Condition: One glass shade missing.

343
A pair of oak side tables,
having lower tier and fitted with a
single drawer; together with a
headboard (3)
$20-30
344
A display cabinet having a pair of
doors above lower drawers
$50-70

345
A watercolour depicting trees by
Angela Lake,
together with a still life painting, a
portrait by Manon Elder, and a
serigraph titled After the Autumn Rains
by Edith Jones (4)
$80-120
346
A lot of various limited edition
framed prints (8)
$100-150
347
A sketch depicting a beauty,
together with a painting depicting a
beauty; together with a painting of a
young girl and a painting of a woman
(4)
$100-150
348
A lot of four framed engravings,
titled Canvassing for Votes, An
Election Entertainment, Charing the
Members, The Polling
$80-120
349
A lot of various framed
watercolours,
by various artists; together with a
mixed media work (5)
$100-150
350
A collection of various wood
working tools,
by various makers including Robert
Sorby and Disston and others
$150-200
351
A box lot of various sterling and
electroplated wares
$150-200
352
A lot of various metal wood working
tools and planes,
by Stanley and various markers
$150-200
353
A box of iron trivets
$30-40

400
A Chinese famille verte and incised
vase,
decorated with dragons amongst
clouds, Qianlong marks to base, with
wood stand
$400-600
Condition: Damaged.
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